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batman: arkham asylum features a diverse cast of supporting characters that players can use to help the
dark knight get through the many challenges he faces. the game features over 70 characters that are more
than just adversaries. some of these characters include the joker, penguin, two-face, harley quinn, clayface,
killer croc, the riddler, bane, hugo strange, carmine falcone, poison ivy, carmine deblassio, nigma, victor
zsasz, bane, and many more. batman: arkham asylum was developed by armature studio and published by
warner bros. interactive entertainment. "warner bros. interactive entertainment" is the video game division
of warner bros. home entertainment division. achievement namehow to earnreward assault on the arkham
asylum crush the penguin and his cronies azrael take down the assassin named azrael, armed with a bow
and arrow bane defeated bane cat burglar stop catwoman from robbing the gotham museum dane defeat
the corrupt cop dane morgan el dawla arrest the terrorist el dawla grave robber rescue the grave robbers
from the pit and restore the tombstone grotesque defeat the robotic grotesque henchman defeated the
thug henchman hulk defeated the hulk jack o lantern defeat the joker henchman jack o' lantern killer croc
defeated killer croc lone gunman defeat the lone gunman who is shooting his way through the courthouse
shrink defeat shrink skull defeated the skull face killer storm trooper defeat the storm trooper top cop
defeated the corrupt cop top cops twisted defeat the twisted clown vertigo defeat the vertigo assassin
vigilante defeated the vigilante
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the detective mode allows players to interrogate citizens about the riddler and his whereabouts, as well as
reviewing the criminal database and investigating nearby crime scenes. police vans can be used to reach

areas that would be inaccessible otherwise, with one command of your gadgets automatically opening locks
on a vehicle and repairing any broken machines. however, the detective mode does not always lead batman
to the riddler, as hego stated that in some situations you may have to just navigate the environment to get

close to the riddler. however, the detective mode is a necessary way to unlock riddler trophies and hopefully
get closer to him, as there is no other way to receive the riddler's trophies, which are vital in unlocking the
game's secret ending. after the first of the joker's five cities, arkham city, has been cleared of the villains,
batman can use his newfound skills and the city to create a new play space to gain the trust of the public,

hunt down the joker and help him take his revenge on the entire city and the police. the other four cities will
then become play spaces for more quests, and trying to reclaim gotham city's underworld as a professional

once again. development the jaws and rage holding gotham continues was the joker's plan, but with the
assistance of the bat, the dark knight detective can clear the city of riddler's henchmen and challenges. the
joker then infiltrates the city and sets off a series of events that plunge batman into a huge challenge that
the joker has devised to trap batman in gotham city. the joker's plan of retirement in his mobile laboratory
is a vision of becoming a former bat and becomes the joker's "billionth" challenge for batman. but with his

new skills and arsenal from arkham asylum, and the resources of the r opgym 5ec8ef588b
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